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Abstract
This articlereportsa case study of an elementary
school teacher moving from her university
teachereducationprograminto herfirstfull-time
job teachinga K/first-gradeclass. Using activity
theory, we analyzed her conceptualizationof
teaching as she moved throughthe key settings
of her universityprogram,studentteaching,and
first job. This conceptualizationbegan with the
university's emphasis on constructivism,a notion that diffused as she moved from the formal
environmentof the universityto the practicalenvironmentof the schools. Data for the study included preteachinginterviews,classroomobservations, pre- and postobservation interviews,
group concept map activities, interviews with
supervisors and administrators,and artifacts
from schools and teaching.Data analysissought
to identify tools for teaching and the ways in
which those tools were supported by the environmentsof teaching.Resultscenteron 2 aspects
of constructivistteaching:the teacher'suse of integrationsand the decenteringof the classroom.
The analysisshowed thatthe teacher,ratherthan
developing and sustaininga conceptof constructivist teaching, instead developed what Vygotsky calls a complex,that is, a less unifiedunderstanding and application of the abstraction.
Implicationsof the study concernways of thinking about the common pedagogical problem
teacher educators face when students of their
programs abandon the theoretical principles
stressed in universityprograms.
During her elementary teacher education
coursework, Tracy, described by her university supervisor as being "first or second
in her class" in terms of accomplishment,
spent an entire semester in a language arts
methods class learning ways to help students construct their own knowledge. The
professor in the course encouraged Tracy to
design lesson plans that gave students
choices in their reading and conduct. Tracy
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designed her lessons with great excitement was shocked and confused because the inand anticipated that the inclusion of what structor was telling her to teach one way
her teacher called "constructivist" activities and then assessing her in another.
would produce stimulating learning for her
Tracy was also perplexed by what she
students. (The names of all people and was seeing in the schools. In contrast to the
schools in this article are pseudonyms.)
activity through which children learned in
Following this course and prior to stu- the child development center, she found
dent teaching, Tracy was assigned a field public school classes to be highly structured
experience in a child development facility and authoritarian. Children were typically
where she witnessed preschool children seat-bound and teachers directed their learn"running around doing everything." She ing using what her university professors
saw the "little lights go on" when children, termed "traditional" teaching approaches
through self-guided adventures, engaged in such as reading comprehension cards. Tracy
continual discoveries. They realized, for in- found the child development facility to prostance, that mixing sand and water made vide a constructivist pedagogy that fostered
what they called "mud." In these children's a delight in discovery that she found lacking
play Tracy was beginning to see in practice in the fifth-grade classroom she observed.
what her university professors had de- The thought of 10-year-olds running around
scribed in theory. Her interactions with the a classroom shrieking for joy upon learning
children sparked her own lights of revela- a new concept did not seem realistic to her
tion as she began to make connections be- inside public school walls. Tracy wondered,
tween the theoretical orientation of her uni- "How could you do this? ... Would your
versity coursework and the daily discoveries school support you?" She accepted the idea
of her young students. She felt that she was of "controlled chaos" as an analogy for what
finally beginning to grasp this arcane term she envisioned taking place in her future
that permeated her preservice education classroom, but to what extent would she be
courses: constructivism.
able to enact this pedagogy when she had a
Yet her notion of constructivism was of- classroom of her own?
ten evanescent, tangible on some occasions
For Tracy and other students in her probut elusive on others. Not only was it an gram, constructivism was presented as the
elaborate new concept, professors in her best theoretical lens through which to unprogram did not use it consistently. When derstand teaching and learning. Yet the
asked what she expected to learn when she definition of constructivism, she found,
entered her teacher education program, was ephemeral, being inconsistently articTracy sighed and paused, then laughed as ulated by different professors in her unishe said, "I didn't exactly know what to ex- versity courses and inconsistently pracpect from this education program.... I ticed by some in their assessments (see
don't even know if they knew what to ex- Phillips, 1995). Furthermore, although she
pect, to tell you the truth." Her ambivalence found constructivist activities in the schools
came not only from her own uncertainties that provided her field experiences and stubut from inconsistencies she found in her dent teaching settings, the teachers did not
professors' teaching. The professor who re- discuss them with her through any theoquired constructivist lesson plans, for in- retical vocabulary that helped her link the
stance, announced at the end of the semes- activities to a conceptual framework. Tracy
ter that they would be assessed through a could therefore label constructivism when
five-page fill-in-the-blank test. Tracy was she saw it, but because her mentors in the
astonished. She was aware that her instruc- field did not share the university's distor's philosophy was not consistent with course, she could not discuss constructiv"pages and pages and pages of tests." She ism as a teaching approach with them.
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Tracy provided a glimpse into how one
teacher negotiated the variety of preservice
and in-service activity settings as she
moved from her university program to the
workforce. Tracy illuminated the struggle
novice teachers have in appropriating concepts about teaching, especially when they
are ambiguously presented. When asked
how she envisioned herself as a teacher, she
responded, "I guess I kind of want to be a
constructivist teacher." Her uncertainty
hints at the confusion she felt over the conceptual tool that provided the overarching
theme of her teacher education program.
In this study we tried to understand
Tracy's experiences in appropriating the
concept of constructivism, particularly given
the disconsonant manner in which she experienced it in her university courses. Our
investigation focused on the following questions:
1. In what ways was constructivism defined in the different settings in which
Tracy learned to teach?
2. How did Tracy's activity in the key
settings of teacher education affect the degree to which she appropriated constructivism as a concept?
Through our investigation of these questions we hoped to understand something
about both the process of learning to teach
and the process of concept development. To
do so we relied on activity theory for its
conceptual vocabulary and its emphasis on
the role of practical activity in concept development.

Activity Theory as a Lens for Concept
Definition
Tracy's story will be familiar to those who
work with preservice teachers trying to
learn new concepts about teaching, particularly when schools and universities lack
congruence in their goals for schooling, expectations for the kinds of learning that
benefit students, agency expected of teachers as curriculum developers, social practices expected to promote learning toward
educational goals, and the means through
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which their students acquire and represent
academic knowledge. Because of these differences, early-career teachers often abandon
the teaching practices emphasized in university programs and gravitate to the values of
the schools, which provide the site for the
ultimate judgment of their competence as
teachers. This conundrum has proven most
vexing to teacher educators (Borko & Eisenhart, 1992; Fagan & Laine, 1980; Grossman,
Valencia, & Hamel, 1997; Newell, Gingrich,
& Beumer-Johnson, 2001; Ritchie & Wilson,
1993; Wideen, Mayer-Smith, & Moon, 1998;
Zeichner & Tabachnik, 1981).
Grossman, Smagorinsky, and Valencia
(1999) argued that activity theory (Cole,
1996; Leont'ev, 1981;Wertsch, 1981), emerging from the work of Vygotsky (1978, 1987)
and his students, can help explain the ways
in which early-career teachers negotiate the
transition from the context of the university
program to full-time teaching in school systems. Activity theory emphasizes the settings of human development and the goals,
tools, and social practices that guide action
within them. We will next outline the aspects of Vygotsky's work that are germane
to our analysis of Tracy's developing conceptions of teaching.
Concepts, Complexes, and
Pseudoconcepts
Vygotsky (1987) was concerned with the
ways in which people develop concepts
over time. To Vygotsky, word meaning is
the appropriate unit of analysis for studying the development of consciousness,
which he equates with development of concepts. Through the meanings that they attribute to words, people reveal the degrees
of abstraction that they have achieved in
their thinking: "Consciousness is reflected
in the word like the sun is reflected in a
droplet of water. The word is a microcosm
of consciousness, related to consciousness
like a living cell is related to an organism,
like an atom is related to the cosmos. The
meaningful word is a microcosm of human
consciousness" (p. 285).
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Vygotsky (1987) outlined how word
meaning indicates the degree to which
people grow toward what he called scientific concepts. People learn scientific concepts through formal, systematic instruction; Wertsch (1991; cf. Luria, 1976) indeed
argued that the Russian term naychnoeponyatie is more properly translated as an
"academic" rather than scientific concept
(p. 39). Central to a concept is that the
individual elements under its aegis are unified by a single theme. Vygotsky distinguished scientific concepts from spontaneous concepts, which are generalizations
learned informally through practical activity
and everyday social interaction. Vygotsky
valorized scientific concepts as the height
of intellectual activity because formal, abstracted knowledge of a concept enables one
to reapply it to a new situation, whereas
spontaneously developed concepts tend to
be situated in the context in which they are
learned and thus less amenable to abstraction to new situations.
Vygotsky (1987) further distinguished
between concepts and complexes, with complexes lacking the unity of both scientific and
spontaneous concepts and the formal, abstract logic that underlies a scientific concept.
Vygotsky explained that
if empiricallypresent,any connectionis
sufficient to lead to the inclusion of an
element in a given complex. This is the
essential characteristicof the complex's
construction. The concept is based on
connections of a single, logically equivalent type. In contrast, the complex is
based on heterogeneous empirical connections that frequentlyhave nothing in
common with one another.Statedsomewhat differently,objectsare generalized
by a single featurein the formationof the
concept but by multiple features in the
formationof the complex. ... In the concept, each object is included with the
generalization on the same basis as are
all the other objects. Each of the elements is connected to the whole that is
expressed in the concept, and through
this whole to each of the other elements,
by a single imageand by the sametype of
connections.In contrast, the elements of

the complex may be connected to the
whole and the other elements that constituteit by extremelyheterogeneousconnections.(p. 137;emphasisin original)
A complex therefore encompasses a
group of items in which individual members are linked according to shared properties, though not all are linked according
to the same property. To illustrate: When
learning something new, people often categorize diverse things together because they
share a property. A young child, for instance, will often see a four-legged creature,
learn to name it a cow, and then upon seeing a horse, call it a cow. This same tendency can take place at more sophisticated
stages of learning. Hayes (1993), for instance, discussed what he feels is a conflation of positivism and empiricism in critiques of research, which he believes "have
been reductive and inadequate both conceptually and historically" (p. 314). To
Hayes, characterizing empirical research as
positivistic is not much different from calling a horse a cow, simply because both
share some traits.
Between the complex and the concept
falls the "shadow of the concept, one that
reproduces its contours": the pseudoconcept (Vygotsky, 1987, p. 144). A pseudoconcept bridges the two developmentally. It
has all of the appearances of a concept yet
connects the objects "on the basis of simple
association" (p. 142) rather than generalizing according to a single feature. Vygotsky
said that "in its external characteristics, the
pseudoconcept is as similar to the true concept as the whale is to the fish" (p. 144) yet
includes internal contradictions that prevent it from being a concept. To alter Vygotsky's language somewhat for our present purposes, "The speech of those who
surround the [learner; i.e., Tracy] predetermines the paths that the development of
the [learner's] generalizations will take"
(p. 143). That is, learners come across words
through their transactions with other people for whom words have definition and
conceptualization. The learner's social role
MAY 2002
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is to come to the same understanding for
words as elders and other societal veterans
have for them; this process is illustrated
through Tracy's efforts to understand constructivism as her professors used it. In the
course of development, a learner goes from
the highly associative complex, to the apparently conceptual yet internally contradictory
pseudoconcept, to the unified concept.
These distinctions are germane to our
study of Tracy because, as the vignette that
opens this article suggests, Tracy's notion of
constructivist teaching, though academically learned and potentially amenable to
abstraction, lacked the kind of unity Vygotsky (1987) found necessary for serving as a
concept. To return to Vygotsky's terms, the
speech of those who surrounded Tracy did
not provide her with a unified sense of constructivism, as we will report later. Tracy's
case is particularly interesting because her
experiences raise the question of how a concept achieves an authoritative or official definition, particularly when the term-for example, constructivism-that represents it is
interpreted and presented in conflicting
ways in the formal arena of school.
Furthermore, her experiences in schoolher practical activity-were not accompanied by any formal vocabulary to help her
refine her university-based notions of constructivism into a unified whole. Frequently,
university-based theorists assume that their
own formal knowledge privileges their own
definition of a concept over those of others,
particularly those that emerge from practical
activity. As such, they differentiate between
their own conceptions and those of practitioners, according greater validity to their
own views in a way that corresponds to Vygotsky's elevation of scientific over spontaneous concepts. One question that emerged
from our research was this: In what way,
and from whose perspective, does a concept
become a concept? When conceptions are
different, by what means does one gain authority over another? When a learner encounters multiple conceptions associated
with the same term-for example, con-
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structivism-what are the consequences for
the learner's ability to appropriate a coherent conception of that term?
Settings
Activity theory is fundamentally concerned with the contexts for human development, what are typically referred to as
settings. In our study of Tracy, the key settings were her university program, the multiple sites of her field experiences and student teaching, and the site of her first job.
Each of these settings included innumerable
subsettings and idiosettings; that is, settings
within the settings, each with its own goals
and attendant social practices for achieving
them. For instance, each of the classes taken
within the university preservice teaching
program was both subsetting and idiosetting of the program as a whole.
Central to a setting is the motive or outcome implicit in the setting. Wertsch (1985)
maintained that "the motive that is involved in a particular activity setting specifies what is to be maximized in that setting.
By maximizing one goal, one set of behaviors, and the like over others, the motive
also determines what will be given up if
need be in order to accomplish something
else" (p. 212). This motive provides a setting with a sense of purpose that implies a
code of suitable conduct. In this study
within the conflicting motives of key settings of Tracy's formative teaching experiences, her concept of constructivist teaching
began to dissipate. In grand terms the university's motive included the development
of a formal theoretical vocabulary, what Vygotsky (1987) would call a scientific conception of teaching. In contrast, the school's motive centered on practical activity; if teachers
developed concepts for teaching in the
school setting, they would be of a spontaneous nature. Paradoxically, the university
program's dedication to constructivist teaching resulted in different motives within its
subsettings and idiosettings, which in turn
led to different conceptions of constructivism being promulgated throughout the
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course work. As a result, students such as
Tracy did not develop the kind of unified
conception of constructivism that Vygotsky
feels characterizes a true scientific concept.

priation (Newman, Griffin, & Cole, 1989;
Wertsch, 1991). In Tracy's case, because of
the erratic nature of the conceptions of constructivism her teacher education faculty
provided and the ways in which she obTools
served teaching in school settings, what she
like
more
familiar
tools,
Psychological
appropriated was not, we will argue, a contools such as hammers and shovels, enable cept but a pseudoconcept.
people to act on their environments. Tools
Appropriation refers to the process
are the means through which people en- through which a person adopts the concepgage in activity within a setting, using them tual and practical tools available for use in
according to the social practices that obtain particular social environments (e.g., schools,
within the setting. Of course, not all activity preservice programs) and through this prowithin a setting takes place in accordance cess internalizes ways of thinking endemic
with the overriding motive; resistance oc- to specific cultural practices (e.g., using
curs as well, as does tool use, which, al- phonics to teach reading). Wertsch (1991)
though not resistant, does not follow con- stressed the ways in which appropriation is
ventional practice. Of concern to us in a developmental process that comes about
studying Tracy's developing knowledge of through socially formulated, goal-directed,
how to teach were her understanding and and tool-mediated actions.
use of two types of pedagogical tools, conThe extent of appropriation depends on
ceptual and practical (Grossman et al., 1999). the congruence of a learner's values, prior
Conceptual tools are principles, frame- experiences, and goals with those of more
works, and ideas about teaching and learn- experienced or powerful members of a
ing that teachers use as heuristics to guide culture such as school-based teachers or
their instructional decisions. Conceptual university faculty (see Cole, 1996; Newtools can include broadly applicable theo- man et al., 1989; Smagorinsky, 1995;
ries such as constructivism and theoretical Wertsch, 1991). Fundamental to appropriprinciples such as cooperative learning that ation is the learner's active role in these
can serve as guidelines for instructional practices. Through the process of appropripractice across the different strands of the ation, learners reconstruct the knowledge
curriculum. Practical tools are classroom they are internalizing, thus transforming
practices, strategies, and resources that do both their conception of the knowledge and
not serve as broad conceptions to guide an in turn that knowledge as it is construed
array of decisions but instead have more lo- and used by others.
cal and immediate utility. These might include instructional practices such as learn- Context of the Investigation
Participants
ing contracts or using particular kinds of
manipulatives, or resources such as textTracy. Tracy, a white middle-class
books or curriculum materials that provide woman, grew up in a city in the southsuch instructional practices.
western United States. From kindergarten
to third grade, she attended the same school
Appropriation
where her mother taught. Tracy felt secure
In our study of Tracy, we were primarily during her childhood because, for several
concerned with her efforts to learn and use years, both of her parents were teachers in
the conceptual tool of constructivism and its the school system, and Tracy knew many of
practical instantiations. In activity theory the teachers at her school. Then "they
terms this process of grasping and modi- started splitting up the schools," and she
fying a concept carries the name of appro- was bused from one side of the city to anMAY 2002
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other. Tracy described her elementary school "a lot more freedom about whole language
experiences as "traditional," including "sit- and really trying new ideas" than did the
ting in desks the whole time," reading out first school in which she had taught. Sarah
of basals, and doing extensive grammar was not like the teachers of Tracy's childwork, including the diagramming of sen- hood who did not allow students to move
tences.
around in the classroom. Sarah encouraged
Tracy viewed her middle school expe- students to use the various spaces created
rience positively, citing some of her favorite for quiet reading when they were finished
teachers from those years as being the most with their work, and she structured lessons
nontraditional. Active as a cheerleader and around learning centers as well. Her ina basketball player during high school, struction more resembled that of the nonTracy also did well in school, taking college traditional teachers who Tracy favored in
algebra at a local junior college during her her secondary school education.
senior year. Directly after high school she
Sarah viewed her own teaching as a hyenrolled in the state university, where she brid of both traditional and whole language
was originally a journalism major. By her approaches: "When I went to college, it was
junior year Tracy was disillusioned with the more the traditional approach. And it's
type of writing she was doing in her jour- been a while, but I have managed to, I feel
nalism courses and decided to change her like, use both, the basals and the traditional
major to computer science. When, during approach and the whole language using
her computer science course work, Tracy different grade books and chapter books."
came up against "the little problem with Sarah used the term whole language, which
math," she reevaluated her strengths and was used in elementary schools throughout
decided that teaching was in her blood.
the district, to describe literature-based
From early school memories of career reading instruction and open-ended writdays when she was asked to draw a picture ing opportunities. She used this term to deof what she wanted to be when she grew scribe Tracy's use of constructivist teaching
up, she had always drawn a teacher. An practices in language arts.
avid reader and writer, Tracy decided to enUniversity supervisor. Imelda, Tracy's
roll in the university teacher education pro- university supervisor during student teachgram after careful reflection and discussion ing, was a doctoral student in elementary
with her parents. Though her parents had education at the university. She was a naboth been teachers, they did not push her tive of Malaysia with a special interest in
into the profession. Described by her uni- elementary mathematics education. She
versity supervisor as "one of the best in her preferred to observe student teachers durclass," Tracy did well academically and was ing math lessons but, to accommodate this
perceived favorably by her professors and study, observed Tracy during language arts
mentor teachers.
lessons. During the semester of Tracy's stuMentor teacher. Tracy's mentor teacher dent teaching, Imelda supervised 11 studuring student teaching was Sarah Jackson, dent teachers, making five visits to the
also a white middle-class woman who had classes of each, while continuing her docbeen at Zachary Taylor Elementary for sev- toral studies. This onerous workload limeral years after having taught in a large ited the time she could spend with any one
southwestern city to start her career. Her student teacher and made her classroom obclassroom layout reflected Sarah's creativ- servations more a function of when she
ity and stated priority that students "feel could schedule a visit than what was proreally good about themselves [which] helps pitious for the student teachers.
them to be more successful in the long run."
Imelda's style of supervision was to obShe believed that Taylor Elementary allowed serve a lesson and then, rather than provide
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an assessment of the lesson, to ask the student teacher how the lesson had gone. The
sessions were designed, she said, to get the
student teachers to reflect on the lesson and
think about how it had worked. She described her approach to supervision in
terms of cultural differences between Malaysians and Americans:

itation of Teacher Education (NCATE)approved 5-year program, with the fifth
year taken for graduate credit. Tenure-track
faculty taught most courses in the program.
Ideally, students took 2 years of general
course work and then declared an education major. During their junior and senior
years they were required to take core
courses in the college's psychology/technology and administration/foundations
departments. In the elementary program, in
the final semester of their senior year, they
took a set of content-area methods classes
from curriculum and instruction faculty. In
the fifth year, for graduate credit, they did
their student teaching and took an action
research class during one semester and electives during the other.
As part of three preservice courses
(School in American Cultures, Developmental Psychology, and teaching methods
classes), preservice teachers were required
to accumulate a minimum of 100 hours of
field experiences. The elementary education
program required five methods classes
taken together in an elementary block. Each
methods course required 30 hours of field
experiences, giving elementary education
majors over 200 hours of field experiences
prior to student teaching. These field experience hours were tied to course themes and
required the production of some sort of evaluated work, including field notes, lesson
plans, analysis of teaching, and other observational and/or generative assignments that
illustrated the program's avowed constructivist principles.
The elementary preservice program was
distinguished by the following traits:

But I didn't point [out the problem] to
her. But I kind of let her ... kind of hint
and let her [inaudible],but she didn'tsay
anything. I try not to upset her.... I always remind myself not to interfere.But
I'm not sure I'm doing the right thing
sometimes. Can I suggest or do I--I
don't not know my [inaudible]authority
here.... In this culture I try not to, but
in Asia I would say that because we are
more direct.We don't think of how people feel, we justtalkaboutthings.See,we
don't worry ... if she is an Asian, I
would say that.She's an Asian student,I
feel more willing to say that. So I'm not
afraid that I might hurt her because we
are talking about students here. So we
are more ... emphasize more student.
But here I know that the cultureis different. People thinkaboutfeeling, how they
feel. They are so afraidof hurtingothers'
feelings, so I reserve that.
Imelda's indirect style of supervision
and the limited time she could spend with
any one student teacher mitigated the influence of the university program during
Tracy's student teaching. Rather than reinforcing the values of the university program, she provided a forum for student
teachers to evaluate their own teaching,
usually in terms of the lesson's purpose
within the school's conception of teaching.
Settings
University program. Tracy attended a
4-year research-oriented university in the
southwest. She was a fifth-year student majoring in elementary education in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction, one
of three departments in the College of Education. The College of Education offered preservice training for prospective teachers
through a National Council for the Accred-

Theprogramhad an officialconceptual
perspectiveof Piagetianconstructivism
that was integratedin all elementary
education courses taught within the
curriculumand instructiondepartment.
As revealed through interviews and
group meetings conductedwith seven
elementarycasestudy participants,this
perspective included the tenets that
(a) learningand learnersare the focus,
(b) students' activity is paramount,
MAY 2002
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(c) the emphasis on learnerssuggests
attention to student diversity, (d) appropriate materials include literature
and writing,with meaningconstructed
by the learner, and (e) knowledge is
connected.
* Studentswent through their sequence
of classes as a cohort.
* Priorto the methods classes, students
were not required to take courses in
contentareas.Rather,they took a number of pedagogically oriented courses
in the curriculumand instructiondepartment.
Student teaching. Tracy's semester-long
student teaching assignment was at Zachary Taylor Elementary School, the oldest
school in the university town. Built in 1894,
the school had burned down, been rebuilt,
and seen the addition of several wings, a
media center, a gymnasium, and a courtyard. In keeping with the school's efforts to
preserve its traditions, a bell from the original school continued to hang in a bell tower
over the media center. For principal Karen
Tate, the bell symbolized "the light of those
hopes and dreams [that] continue to shine
ever brighter with each new generation that
is influenced by Taylor School." Taylor Elementary was well equipped: It was committed to technology, with a demonstration
computer lab and community business
partners in its technology efforts. Parents at
Taylor Elementary were also very involved.
The courtyard in the center of the school
was both planned and built by parent volunteers. When comparing this school with
another school in which she was placed for
her field experience, Tracy asserted that
while teaching at Taylor Elementary, she
was able to do much more in her science
and math classes because they could afford
more materials.
First-year teaching. Tracy secured her
first teaching job at Lakewood Elementary
School in one of the state's largest cities,
several hours away from her undergraduate university yet close to her home town.
Tracy's new principal, Christy Hall, described the area surrounding the school as
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"its own little community west of the river."
The school was steeped in tradition; having
opened in 1905, it enrolled many students
whose grandparents had attended the same
school. Ms. Hall reported that the school had
a 51% poverty rate, with the student body
being 66% European American, 17%Native
American, and 17% African American. Ms.
Hall considered her school to be an "innercity" school and believed that, even with
high parental involvement, the teachers
were faced with great challenges over the
increasing urbanization and poverty of the
school.
When looking for new teachers, Ms.
Hall discussed a need for people with "diversity in philosophy, no one who says, 'I'm
a whole language teacher."' She referred to
a Kappanjournal article that discussed the
pendulum swing between whole language
and phonics instruction and, in keeping
with the school's emphasis on tradition, believed in the efficacy of phonics instruction
as the basis of literacy. Tracy reported in her
first year of teaching that the majority of
other teachers "want me to teach phonics"
in her kindergarten/first-grade class "so
whenever they get [the students] they [can
teach] whole language."
Believing that no one way of teaching
suits all children, Ms. Hall wanted her
teachers to "teach a complete child and be
aware of all learning styles." She asserted
that the future of education can be found in
the latest brain research and pointed to
studies on motivation showing that giving
children peppermints and providing soothing music can promote learning. When
walking from classroom to classroom, Ms.
Hall wanted to see children engaged in
"hands-on" experiences. She believed that
she made a good choice in hiring Tracy because she was a teacher who valued "the
importance of tactile experience."
Method
The research was designed in collaboration
with Peter Smagorinsky (the second author)
and Pamela Grossman in relation to the
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overall mission of the National Research
Center on English Learning and Achievement. We studied Tracy's transition from
her preservice education program to her
student teaching in three key activity settings and through multiple data-collection
methods. The next sections elaborate on
each of these aspects of the data collection.

centered on her relationship with Sarah,
with an effort to identify the type of mentoring Sarah provided and how both Tracy
and Sarah perceived that guidance. The
third cycle centered on Tracy's relationship
with Imelda, again focusing on Imelda's approach to guidance and Tracy's response.
First year of full-time teaching:Tracy's job
was roughly 200 miles from the university,
making data collection during this year considerably more difficult than during her student teaching. Some interviews were conducted over the phone and tape-recorded
via an electronic appliance.
She was observed in two cycles. The
first took place in the fall and consisted of
a preobservation interview, two full-day
observations, and a postobservation interview. The second took place in the spring
and consisted of one full afternoon and one
full morning of observations, and a postobservation interview. In addition, the school
principal provided an interview about the
school and Tracy's performance. Artifacts
from Tracy's classroom and the schoolhandouts, curriculum packets-helped to
corroborate information about the nature of
Tracy's instruction available through the
observations and interviews.
Data sources. Data consisted of interviews, group concept map activities, field
notes, and artifacts.
Interviews:We developed interview protocols for the study with colleagues based
on protocols designed by Grossman (1990).
Three of the authors conducted interviews
at the following points in the study:
1. Beforethefirst semesterof teaching.Tracy
provided extensive interviews during the
summers prior to both student teaching and
her first year of full-time teaching. Before
student teaching, Tracy described her apprenticeship of observation, personal philosophy and conceptions about teaching, preservice course work, and preservice field
experiences. Before her first year of full-time
teaching, Tracy described her general teaching situation, her goals for the school year,
the kinds of support and supervision she

Data Collection
Settings
University program: For the university
program we sought to document the kinds
of teaching Tracy was exposed to, the theoretical and philosophical emphases of her
preservice program, her experiences in the
discipline of English, and other experiences
relevant to her conception of how to teach
language arts. Because the overall design
tracked students through their first 2 years
of teaching and because data for each case
were extensive, we needed to begin data collection close to the end of the education program to decrease the prospects of attrition
for the longitudinal data collection. Data
from her university program were thus collected through backmapping-that is, reconstructing her experiences through information from interviews and supporting
artifacts (course syllabi, papers and lessons
written for classes, and other documents).
Student teaching: During student teaching the data collection was designed to document Tracy's experiences in the classroom,
particularly the sort of guidance she got
from her mentoring teacher and her university supervisor. Tracy was observed and interviewed during three observation cycles,
each of which ideally consisted of 3 consecutive days of 90-120-minute observations.
Each observation cycle included a preobservation interview with the student teacher,
observation of and field notes taken during
a series of lessons, and a postobservation interview with the student teacher.
The first observation cycle was conducted with primary attention to Tracy and
her teaching of the class. The second cycle
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would receive, the texts and curriculum she
would teach, and other information and beliefs that would guide her first year of teaching.
2. Observation cycles. Interviews were
conducted before and after observations for
most observation cycles; in some cases
equipment malfunctions or scheduling conflicts prevented interviews from being conducted successfully. In preobservation interviews Tracy was asked to explain the
forthcoming lessons and her reasons and
expectations for them. In postobservation
interviews she was asked to reflect on observed lessons and explain her reasoning
behind them and evaluation of them.
Attendant to the observation interviews
were interviews with mentor teachers, university supervisors, school administrators,
colleagues, and others who observed Tracy's
teaching in conjunction with the research observations.
Concept map activities: Before and after
student teaching, Tracy and the other elementary education participants gathered to
produce a concept map that depicted their
conception of teaching. The procedure for
the concept map activity was as follows:
1. The researcher asked the group to discuss the ideas they gained in their teacher
education program that were most valuable
to them, prompting for thinking/reasons
behind choices.
2. The researcher followed up with a
question about ideas they had gained about
language arts instruction (if not mentioned
in response to the general prompt).
3. As they discussed, the researcher
wrote these ideas on cards, adding ideas
from individual interviews or field notes
that had not been mentioned.
4. The researcher displayed the cards,
then asked each individual to sketch a concept map of how these ideas were related
to one another.
5. Based on the individual sketches, the
group discussed and produced a concept
map, with the researcher prompting for
thinking/reasons behind the connections.
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Once completed, the note cards, individual sketches, and group concept map were
saved for later reference, and the discussion
was transcribed for analysis.
Field notes:Two of the authors who were
graduate students at the time took field
notes on a laptop computer during each observation. In addition to being analyzed,
notes were used during the interviews to
stimulate questions about events occurring
during the lessons.
Artifacts: Tracy provided a number of
artifacts that were included in the data.
From her preservice course work she furnished course syllabi and course work
to corroborate her interview statements
about the program emphasis and her view
of its intentions. In addition, university faculty provided documents describing the
preservice education program. Tracy provided her school mission statements and
curricula, her planning books, her textbook
lessons, the state-prescribed curriculum,
and other relevant documents.
Data Analysis
The field notes and interviews were
coded using a system designed to identify
the tools that Tracy used or referred to in
her interviews, or that Sarah or Imelda described in their interviews. Using the qualitative data analysis software Atlas/ti, two of
the authors collaboratively read each interview and set of field notes and assigned a
set of codes to each reference to a tool. To
the extent possible, each tool was coded in
each of the following categories:
* Name of tool: this category included
dozens of tools, includingconstructivism, readingcenters,basalreaders,the
state-mandated curriculum, manipulatives, worksheets,and many others
* Typeof tool:conceptual,practical
* Areaof teachingin which the tool was
emphasized: student diversity, management,teaching,learningtheory,assessment, writing, speaking/listening,
reading, language
* Attribution by participantregarding
where she had learned of the tool:
apprenticeshipof observation,teacher
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education course work (English/language arts), teachereducationcoursework (other), mentor teacher,university supervisor,other field experience,
school administrator,universitysupervisor, university student cohort, colleagues at site, secondarysource(texts,
internet,prepackagedcurriculummaterials), curriculum materials (ancillary commercial teaching scripts and
aids), professionaldevelopmentactivities, mandate (e.g., state-mandated
skills and objectives)
toward which the tool was
SProblem
applied: student learning, identity,
context surrounding classroom (e.g.,
policy), relationships,motivation,perceptionof students,control
For instance, during her initial interview, Tracy said, "And so it was kind of
interesting and, I mean, they [the school
where she had her field experiences] didn't
have any manipulatives or anything to use,
so my science class [at the university] let us
use those materials or whatever, so that was
good. But I could never get there when it
[the university curriculum materials center]
was open, so I have to go and buy my own
materials and, you know, I use paper clips
for math manipulates." From this we extracted that Tracy saw "manipulatives" as
a pedagogical tool. Because it is broadly applicable rather than a specific, practical tool,
we labeled it conceptual; paper clips was
coded as a practical tool. Because it applied
broadly to teaching rather than referring
specifically to a curricular strand such as
writing instruction, we coded the area as
teaching. Her attribution was to a field experience; the problem to which she applied
this tool addressed student learning.

Results and Discussion
We next present data that illustrate Tracy's
effort to appropriate the concept of constructivism during her university course
work, student teaching, and first job. Her
effort was frustrated by the lack of agreement in the formal setting of her learning,
the university, regarding how to conceptualize the term. We argue that the lack of

agreement in her formal learning-her scientific or academic learning of how to conceptualize constructivism--made it more
likely that she would develop a pseudoconcept rather than a concept for the idea. Furthermore, her efforts to think in terms of a
constructivist framework were not supported or encouraged in the school settings
in which she taught either conceptually or
in terms of nomenclature. As her thinking
about teaching progressed, then, it was decreasingly guided by a formal concept and
increasingly driven by the daily pragmatic
concerns of teaching.
Diffuse Notions of Constructivism in
the University Program
We opened this article with a story of
how Tracy was required to take a five-page
fill-in-the-blank test at the end of a course
with a constructivist emphasis. This incident was one of several in which her preservice program presented an inconsistent
or contradictory version of the program's
central concept. We next review data that
reveal the program's diffuse presentation of
constructivist teaching and learning.

Official constructivist emphasis. The

university's elementary education program
professed to have a constructivist orientation. According to interviews with curriculum and instruction faculty, the elementary
education program emphasized Piagetian
constructivism in its research and teaching.
In searches for new elementary education
faculty, a Piagetian orientation was sought
so as to give the program a coherent vision.
In addition, the educational psychology
department faculty who taught required
courses for elementary education majors
also had a Piagetian perspective.
During the concept map activity that the
research participants engaged in prior to
student teaching, they identified constructivism as the umbrella concept to guide all
teaching decisions:
Student: That is your theory of teaching. I mean, that is like if you
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agree that kids have handson experienceas opposed to
you filling a cup. Everything
you do [as a teacher]is going
to have that here.
Student: Constructivism.
Researcher:
So where is it-if it is so all
encompassing, where does
it go?
Student: At the top with teacher and
thenthe arrowpointingdown.
This discussion appears to show that the
students understood constructivism as a
concept that guided all of their instructional
decisions, as intended by the faculty. Indeed, Tracy complained at one point that
she learned constructivism at the expense of
other approaches she might have learned:
"I'm like okay. I can understand that, but
they only taught us basically here at [the
university] exactly like they said, 'Well,
they have to construct their own knowledge.' That's the only thing, that's the only
philosophy I believe I've learned.... Give
me another philosophy I could actually
learn and see if I like it as well. I only
learned [constructivism] here."
Yet other data suggested that the concept was not as clear among either students
or faculty as it appeared. We next review
data suggesting diffusion regarding how
constructivism was understood and practiced throughout the program.
Conflicting notions of constructivism.
In the following interview, Tracy described
her feeling of uncertainty with regard to the
umbrella principle of constructivism:
Researcher:
When you thinkabout,when
you look ahead,what kind of
teacherwould you like to become?
Oh, well, I kind of--I mean
Tracy:
I do realize that you have to
have some, you know, book
work or whatever,especially
for the younger grades. I understand that, but I believe
you can make it in a better
way than just sitting down
and, you know, sitting at
that desk and doing what-
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ever. And I kind of-I mean
I don't really like this term. I
guess I want to kind of be a
constructivist teacher, but I
don't thoroughlyknow what
constructivismis. I do know.
You know, I do not exactly
know what it is. No one has
actually sat down and said,
"Well, this is what it is."
Researcher:Yeah.

You know, and I think...
Tracy:
Whatdo you think it is?
Researcher:
Well, I mean, I believe, you
Tracy:
know, the children do construct their own knowledge,
but it's not totallyconstructivism becauseyou sit thereand
you say, "Well,here [are]the
materialsthat they can use to
constructthis knowledge."
Researcher:Uh huh.

So you actually provide the
materials for them that they
have to construct from the
knowledge, so I couldn't really say that that's true. I
mean, in a sense it is constructivism, but in another
sense it's not really. I don't
know. It's just hard to say
what exactly it is. I don't
know. I believe I will keep
expanding on my term forever and ever. I don't think
anyone knows exactly what
constructivismis.
Researcher:
Where did you get the term
from? How do you know to
use it in describingyourself?
Well, in my education here,
Tracy:
everyone is like well, you
know, they have to construct
their own knowledge and
that means constructivism.
And I was just like-so if you
say construct their knowledge, that means they'relike
well no, and thenwhen we're
done we sit there and say,
this is kind of [inaudible],
you know, its kind of like letting them find theirown way
and find their own knowledge and do this and do this
and do this.... And so I can't
really say that I am a strong
believerin constructivism,because I don't know what it is.
Tracy:
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Tracy's comments reveal a general understanding that constructivism involves
people constructing their own knowledge
but show confusion on several points. She
noted that teachers do provide the materials
that students use, thus assisting with the
knowledge that they construct. She also implied a desire to be provided with a clear
and consistent definition of constructivism
that she never got, instead being left to construct her own definition based on her experiences within a constructivist framework. She believed that her understanding
of the term would continue to grow but expressed frustration over the coherence of
the conception from which her understanding would grow. She claimed constructivism as "my term" yet believed that no one
really knows what it means.
Conflicts between theory and practice.
Tracy further revealed that, although the
faculty espoused constructivism, they did
not necessarily practice it in their own
teaching. She identified a disjuncture between theory and practice in some of the
classes required in her program:
It was my first language arts [methods]
class.... She'd say, "Well, this is what,
this is how you should do it, and here is
the book. This is a great lesson, blah,
blah, blah, blah, blah, but read chapters
1 through 9 and you're going to have a
test on it in 2 weeks. And memorizethis,
this, this, and this," so you come down,
you have a test and it's all listing. You
know, "List the six characteristicsof
blah, blah, blah," and so you had to sit
thereand list and explain.And so we had
pages and pages and pages of tests. So
her tests did not follow her philosophy
necessarily. And so it was just kind of
frustrating because you're like, "Well,
you're telling me to teachthis way," and
we're sitting here saying, "Well you
don't necessarilyhave tests but they have
to memorize, you know, do not have a
test that they memorize things." And
then what does she do? She has this stuff
memorized,everythingfor, you know. I
mean it was just kind of-I thought it
was kind of humorousjustbecausethat's
how a lot of the classes were.

Tracy's views on the inconsistencies

of

the professors' teaching were not unique. In
the group concept map activity involving
Tracy and four other elementary education
majors, the subject of professorial inconsistency came up:
Student: That is what I believe, anyway,
that constructivism is thrown
around a lot just to mean that
my teaching is constructivism,
because that is what they say
they are trying to teach you anyway.
Student: I had a class where constructivism, they said we can't even
use that word because we don't
know what it is....
Student: I just don't feel that I got very
much out of the language arts.
Student: It was kind of more book learning.
Student: Yes. Not application. And in my
other classes, we would have a
lot of application. And not as
much book.
Student: I didn't think the language arts
really applied either. I don't
know how even to describe it. I
want to say boring. But I just
don't feel that it-I don't know
how to say it.
Student: How about do as I say and not
as I do.
Student: Right.
Student: Because it was like, "Okay, do
these kind of things. But I am
going to just strictly do you on
exams. We are not going to really test you on what you can do
out in the street."
The program, then, left students to determine for themselves what constructivism
meant. Tracy felt on the one hand that the

lack of a clear, correct definition was a relief
from the kinds of seat and book learning
that she had found so tedious during her
own schooling:
Tracy:

I thought that was kind of

neat where, you know, that
constructive where one person says it's this and the other
person says it's this, and no
one really knows what it is.
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Researcher:
Whenyou say no one, do you
mean no students?
No students,I don't think.
Tracy:
Or some of the faculty?
Researcher:
See, I don't think there is
Tracy:
a consensus on the faculty
either.
Researcher:
Maybethey'veall constructed
theirown.
Theirown knowledge.They've
Tracy:
all constructed their own
knowledge about it.
Researcher:
Constructivism.(Laughs)
Constructedtheirown knowlTracy:
edge aboutit so no one really
knows exactlywhat it is. And
I don't think everyone will
ever really know what it
is.... Everyone's version is
totally different from everyone else's, and it's okay.
The remarks of Tracy and her fellow students in the program suggest that the definition of the central concept in her preservice program shifted from class to class and
was often difficult to ascertain in the teaching of the program faculty. Their experiences raise the question of whether a concept can have a definitive or authoritative
meaning or whether each individual has an
idiosyncratic notion of what something represents. The problem from a student's perspective is that when a concept has different
authoritative renditions from different faculty in the formal setting of schooling, it becomes difficult for the concept to cohere.
Returning to Vygotsky's (1987) distinction
between a concept and a complex: In the formal setting of the university, the schooled
notion of constructivism varied from setting
to setting. Perhaps this is what a constructivist educator would expect: that each individual would construct his or her own meaning
for the term. Yet the students appeared to be
confused, ambivalent, and at times cynical
regarding constructivism as a consequence
of the shifting definitions of the concept they
encountered in the university. As we will argue next, the term's equivocal nature resulted, in Tracy's case, in her development
of a pseudoconcept rather than a concept.
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Tracy's Appropriation of
Constructivism
We previously referred to the notion of
appropriation as central to an activity theory view of human development. If constructivism is viewed as a conceptual tool
for teaching and learning, then the question
of interest in this study is, to what degree
did Tracy appropriate it-that is, grasp and
modify it for her own purposes in new situations? Do the data indicate that what she
appropriated was a pseudoconcept rather
than a concept? We next review two aspects
of constructivism that recurred throughout
the data, integrations and decentering the
classroom, to help consider these questions.
Integrations. When asked about teachers she remembered as effective from her
elementary school days, Tracy immediately
identified her fifth-grade social studies
teacher: "She would tie any book to social
studies no matter what it was." Tracy used
the term integrations,learned in her preservice education course work, to characterize
interdisciplinary instruction. She talked enthusiastically about how her fifth-grade
teacher "would discuss this book and how
it could tie in other aspects of not just social
studies, but also to language arts or to science or to math. And she would sit there
and make us think and think and think."
Curricular integrations, according to Tracy,
make academic work more interesting and
fun and help students "tie ... things together."
In addition to identifying integrations in
her experiences as a student, Tracy worked
to incorporate ideas from one part of the
curriculum into parts of others in her teaching. All of her methods courses encouraged
her to "pull in things from the outside of
school-not
just necessarily from inside,
[but also] from [the students'] own environment." She accomplished this integration in
her design of an interdisciplinary unit on
Van Gogh during her student teaching. Her
mentor teacher used units a great deal, often structuring reading and social studies
lessons around holiday themes, and she en-
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couraged Tracy to teach the Van Gogh unit
that she had created at the university. In the
unit Tracy integrated music, art, and literature to achieve her goal to get "them thinking about art and visualize what they feel
about a song."
When Imelda was interviewed following her observation of Tracy's teaching of
the Van Gogh unit, she remarked that she
felt that Tracy's incorporation of different
disciplines into the unit did not represent
integrations; in keeping with her indirect
style of supervision, however, she did not
raise her concerns to Tracy during their
feedback session. Imelda saw the lesson as
a collection of materials-from the media
of music, art, and literature-that Tracy
liked and wanted to include in the students'
experiences. A true use of integrations as
Imelda saw it would involve more than
simply including material from different
disciplines. From a constructivist perspective students should be able to draw on all
resources within their environments to construct new knowledge. Adopting this philosophy would mean availing students of
whatever resources they felt were appropriate, regardless of curricular boundaries.
The notion of integrations stressed in
Tracy's course work emphasized that the
learners' synthesis of these materials drew
on these resources seamlessly and followed
their own logic in constructing meaning.
When asked of the Van Gogh unit, "How
do you think those lessons went?" Imelda
replied:
Imelda:

I think not as well as I expected. And one thing I am
concerned is, when I interviewed with her, she said
that she taught this because
she liked this one-Van
Gogh. So I would-I'm not
sure this is a good thing, because you like this, you teach
this. I thinkthey should teach
for the benefitof the students,
not the things that you
like... [Tracy]likes art. So
she kind of puts everything

in art and others kind of incorporate.I think it is wrong,
is very wrong. As a teacher
you like art as your own
whateverthing. You can do a
lot of art things at home, but
you know, when you teach,
you have right responsibilities, and the curriculaneed to
be there for the [benefit] of
the students. So I'm concerned about that one thing.
She said she loves art. She
likes the artist Van Gogh so
she incorporatedit....
Researcher:
Would you say that was a
weakness of the lesson, then,
thatthatsong pickedmay not
have been appropriate for
kids that age?
Imelda: Yeah.Yeah.ButI didn'tpoint
[it out] to her.ButI kind of let
her ... kind of hintand let her
[inaudible],but she didn'tsay
anything. I try not to upset
her.
Imelda's comments confirm that Tracy
was in the process of developing a pseudoconcept rather than a concept because she
combined ideas rather than integrating them
purposefully. Tracy offered her Van Gogh
unit as an illustration of integration, which
she regarded as central to constructivist
teaching. Yet it did not meet Imelda's notion
of integrations because it focused on Tracy's
own interests rather than the students' motivation in selecting resources and appeared
to patch together resources rather than orchestrating resources from across the curriculum into a seamless whole. Imelda's view
alone would not discount Tracy's view that
she was using integrations and thus practicing constructivist teaching. The problem
Imelda identified is not one of different conceptions of constructivism but a belief that
Tracy was not quite practicing constructivism. Imelda identified a problem in Tracy's
notion of constructivism-that she was not
using integrations and not modifying plans
to accommodate students' developmental
needs-that led us to view her notion as a
pseudoconcept rather than a concept.
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In the following year, Tracy taught at wood. Her own administration sent her to
Lakewood Elementary School. Lakewood another school in the district to learn how
was 200 miles from the university, and to teach the Saxon phonics program:
Tracy's only contact with her preservice program was through periodic visits from the
[The other] school adopted Saxon phonresearch team. She was thus far removed
ics, and they live by it now. They think
it's the greatest thing. And our school
from the concepts through which she had rehasn'tadoptedany phonicsor whole lanceived her formal education about teaching.
guage. Some teachers teach whole lanAt Lakewood, Tracy wanted to continue apguage. Some teachersteach phonics,but
plying integrations, yet her teaching assignthe majorityof them want me to teach
ment made it difficult for her to do so. She
phonics. So whenever they get [the stuand
firsta
dents], they have whole language to
combined
kindergarten
taught
teach, so they already know what their
in
inthe
order
of
course
that,
grade reading
sounds say. And so since I'm a lower
struction set up by the scope and sequence
grade level than the other first graders,
of the curriculum, was designed to provide
since they have firstand second graders,
students with what Tracy called "basic"
then by the time they are there,they will
know how to sound out a word-figure
skills that would prepare them for academic
it out on their own.
success at higher grade levels. These basic
skills required that she provide phonics instruction, which she had never learned in In this interview Tracy revealed a significollege. When asked, "Was there an influ- cant change in terminology, shifting from
ence with what you learned at [the univer- the university-based term constructivismto
sity] that helped you with planning these the school-based term whole language. She
types of lessons?" she replied, "Well, whole made this shift smoothly, using both terms
language since [inaudible] we learned at [the to describe the same approach to teaching.
university]. It's been hard for me to go and We see this terminological shift as further
talk to someone. I had no idea how to teach evidence that she was working on a pseuphonics. Every classroom I was in taught doconcept rather than a concept. Although
whole language, and now I'm teaching related, constructivism and whole language
phonics. So it's been really hard for me, but are not generally regarded as interchangewith the nouns and stuff, I did that with all able. By substituting one term for the other,
my field experiences in school, and so I she also incorporated one set of teaching
know how to do that. But right now phonics practices with another. Tracy appeared to
is being too hard on me."
be associating attributes of instruction acThe term whole language was not used at cording to multiple features in her conflathe university, although mentor teacher tion of constructivism and whole language.
Sarah Johnson did use it to describe Tracy's
As we looked at the inconsistencies
training as a teacher during an interview. It across notions of constructivist teaching,
did not, however, appear in any of the in- particularly Tracy's expressed view of usterviews or concept maps in which univer- ing integrations and the apparent lack
sity students and faculty talked about thereof in her Van Gogh unit, we returned
teaching and learning. In her first year of to the university program's protean notion
teaching at Lakewood, both Tracy and her of constructivism as students moved from
principal used the term as a contrast to a class to class. We considered the effects of
phonics approach, much as she had used this notion on Tracy's effort to develop a
constructivism as a foil for traditional teach- guiding concept for her teaching, particuing while at the university. In a later inter- larly as she moved into a new environment
view Tracy described the expectations for that shared neither the university's emphaher as the children's first teacher at Lake- ses nor its vocabulary. We cannot say that
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a stronger, more consistent conception of
constructivism would have helped her appropriate a conception of constructivist
teaching or given her teaching greater coherence in her first year of full-time teaching. We can infer, however, that her entropic notion of constructivism was further
diffused once the formal efforts of her university faculty were superceded by imperatives she faced at Lakewood Elementary.

teacher. A teacher's role in such a classroom
is to provide a rich environment replete
with tools and materials that students can
draw on in their individual constructions of
knowledge. In such a classroom the teacher,
texts, and curriculum no longer occupy the
center of the classroom. Rather, each child
develops a unique focus and draws on all
classroom resources in order to pursue that
focus. The center of the classroom is thus
different for each student and shifts along
with the child's unfolding interests and constructions.
We found that Tracy's efforts to decenter her classroom mirrored her efforts to include integrations in her teaching; that is,
her idealized notion of decentering was
compromised by both the immediate and
surrounding contexts of her teaching. We
next trace the devolution of this aspect of
her notion of constructivism as she moved
out of her university program and into the
environment of Lakewood Elementary. The
data showed a continued value on physically decentering the classroom through the
use of such arrangements as reading and
writing centers and various devices to provide students opportunities for activity. Although she maintained an emphasis on
physical activity, she moved further from
the university ideal of allowing students to
construct their own knowledge. That is, although her class had the physical appearance of being decentered, the content of the
instruction did not provide for the kind of
social decentering of authority that she articulated in interviews as being essential to
a constructivist pedagogy.
Prior to student teaching, Tracy contrasted the classrooms of her childhood
with the ideal way in which she would set
up a classroom: "[When I was in school]
each desk was in a row.... I have a variety
of different ways that I would like to have
my classroom-maybe in a circle. Not necessarily have any one as the important person in the room." The arrangement of the
seats in a circle illustrates what we call the
physical decentering of the classroom. Al-

Decenteringthe classroom

Researcher:
If you think to your methods
class professor, how would
you describe her image of
what a good language arts
teacheris?
I'm really not sure. Let's see,
Tracy:
to have a lot of creativeideas.
To have a lot of authentic
books and bring a lot of writing or plays or other types of
things to where childrencan
be activein theirclassroomnot just sit there and [inaudible] reada book.You know
how silent reading or whatever, but they can go all over
the room and lay in the bathtub if you have one in your
classroomor whatever.Read
whatever they want to read.
Pull in things from outside of
the school-not necessarily
just from inside-like from
their own environment.You
could even go outside in the
playground and read or you
could bring in other things
like newspapers, magazines,
otherthingsfromeverywhere
and just have the children
learnfromwhat they read....
So [my mentor teacher]just
kind of had the childrenagain
construct their own knowledge but [had]tools readyfor
them to use.

In this interview Tracy sketched another facet of constructivist teaching that
she valued, the idea that learners should
construct their own knowledge independently of the authoritative views of the
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though Tracy never used the term decentering, her description of constructivist classrooms consistently referred to alternatives to
traditional organizations that kept students
in their seats with their attention focused on
the teacher and prescribed curriculum. Instead, she described arrangements that enabled greater activity and multiple directions for students to move in. Later in the
interview she described a teacher in whose
class she spent an extended field experience:
"She was like, 'I'm very traditional and this
is how I teach my classroom. However, this
is your classroom now. You can do whatever
you want to, you know.' And she had the
rows of desks or whatever, and I totally just
said, 'Ah, I can't have this,' so I changed the
desks."
As this comment reveals, Tracy's priorities included altering the traditional arrangement and changing the spatial configuration of the classroom and thus the focus
of students' attention. By making these
changes, Tracy could reduce the possibility
of becoming the kind of teacher that she
herself had found tedious. Teachers who
"just sat there and rambled on and on" did
not hold up well in Tracy's eyes. In profiling
a bad teacher, Tracy described someone
who "sat there and they'd have you sit in a
desk and you couldn't move. You had to sit
there and look at a book and, you know, do
workbooks or worksheets." Tracy identified herself as "a very active child," and her
need to get up and move around affected
how she viewed teachers.
Thus far we have described what we call
the physical decentering of the classroom,
the effort to allow students multiple focuses
of attention through the classroom's spatial
arrangement. While still taking course work
Tracy also referred to the ways in which this
physical decentering worked in service of
social decentering, that is, investing authority in all classroom participants rather than
only in teachers, texts, and curricula. She
described her own experiences as a student
whose teachers assumed an authoritative
stance toward knowledge:
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I guess I put my teachersas, you know,
they know everything. ...

They know

everything.I can go ask them a question
and they'll give me the answer. They
know everything. And that's I how felt
whenever I was growing up, and I want
them to know that I don't know everything. And they might know something
that I don't know. Or you can even play
off like even if you do know something
that you don't know it and have them,
well I don't know, "Why don't you go
researchthat for me?" You know, "Tell
me something about it next week or tomorrow or something."And have them
get involved in their own work even if
you know the answer. And that'swhat I
learned. I learned that you shouldn't always give the students the answer. I
don't even think you should give them
the answer. Just go "Well,what do you
think?" And if they don't get it, you
know, what you consider the right answer, you can kind of lead thembackbut
not necessarilygive them the answer.

Tracy's experiences with authoritative
teachers led her to assume a nonauthoritative stance as a student: The teacher's authoritative stance and classroom structure
made this self-described active child passive, contributing little to the construction
of knowledge that she later learned to
value. Prior to student teaching, she declared a commitment to decentering her
classroom in order to encourage students'
curiosity and knowledge construction.
Some of Tracy's field experiences enabled her to view such decentered classrooms in action. In one "wonderful" classroom-a laboratory kindergarten affiliated
with the university-the room was set up
with centers, books were everywhere, and
the children responded immediately to the
teacher's requests:
But, I mean, they were just doing everything. She had centers everywhere,and
I'd sit there and watch this whole room,
and we'd read them books or whatever
and they'd switch centers.... The children could have, you know, it was their
room. It wasn't the teacher's room. I
mean their stuff, all their papers and ev-
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erything were all over the wall, and
they got to pickwhere they put it. So they
could put it on the chalk board if they
wanted, so she never used the chalk
board.... They were just always going,
always learningsomething.... They had
theirlights come on.
Sarah Jackson's second-grade classroom
during Tracy's student teaching fit well
physically with what Tracy envisioned for
her future classroom. A couch for independent reading was tucked away in the corner,
with bookshelves providing selections to
choose from. During one observation a giant
mushroom was set up near the reading area
where the students could practice the class
reader's theater play, The Mushroom. Children's desks were arranged in groups of
four, and there were several centers throughout the room: a bathtub, a computer, a masterpiece theater, and two horseshoe-shaped
tables filled with scissors, glue, and markers.
Following the second set of observations during her student teaching, Tracy
talked about the ways in which she and
Sarah used the classroom arrangement for
their teaching.
Researcher:
Is the formatthat you use-I
mean meeting in the corner
and you readingto them and
them asking questions or answering your questions or
whatever and then going
back and doing some assignments-Is that a typical format for them? I mean, are
they used to doing that kind
of thing?
Yeah.Sometimeswe don't go
Tracy:
back by the couch. We go up
in the front and they use the
chalkboard. We just move
them around.
Researcher:
Butthey'reused to doing like
whole-class things and then
going back to their groups?
Yes. A lot of times we have
Tracy:
also been doing-we've been
trying to get them on schedules. Likewe'll put up on the
board "Things to Do." And
thenduringthe day theyhave
to do their DEARs[DropEv-

erythingand Read],and after
they're done with that they
have to-like they read in
that book. Like read page
blah, blah, blah and answer
the questionsat the end. And
so they also do their own
independentwork. And then
we have purple folders,
which is their individualized
reading.They'reall in different books. So they're all answering different questions.
And so they'll come-like
one of the students had [inaudible]folder and I want to
leave with whatever I can
pull out and they can read to
me and we can discuss, you
know, kind of have a conference aboutwhat they'rereading. So that's another thing
that we do. A lot of times we
do have some group activities. We have some individual-it just depends on the
day. We don't always do
group work.
Researcher:
And they were used to whatever the routinesare?I mean,
they know how to move from
the whole class back to their
group?
Tracy:
Right. Yeah. They are real
used to that....
Researcher:
Well, if you could change
something,if you could teach
this lesson again,what would
you do differently?
I don't know. I'd probablyTracy:
well, I'd ask more questions.
Probea little more. Tryto get
higher-levelquestions.That's
probablywhat I'd do....
Researcher:
[Would]you use this format
yourselfor would you change
it if this were your own class?
I would probablyuse this forTracy:
mat. I have seen it all semester and it works wonderfully.
We also have the centers.You
know, we have the learning
centers.
I can see that in the room.
Researcher:
And they do that in the afterTracy:
noon-well, not in the afternoon but right before lunch.
We have centertime. And so
they do different activities.
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They have a math centerand
it's not hard.They'renot hard
activitiesat all, but they get to
work together because we
have activities where they
have to-cooperative groups
where they have to produce
one thing, and that's really
hardfor them.Butit's not like
pressure.If they get it done,
they get it done, and we're
happy. If they don't get it
done, then okay.It doesn'treally matter,but you all learn
that you each have to compromise.
Tracy's description captures the routines that governed life in Sarah's classroom. As noted, the physical decentering of
the classroom did not always decenter the
class socially in terms of authoritative relationships. Even though students were given
choice in what they would read and where
they would read it, they were evaluated according to commercially prepared worksheets that did not allow for the kind of constructivist learning idealized in Tracy's
preservice course work. In her evaluation of
her teaching, Tracy expressed a desire to
improve her questioning ability in order to
direct discussion, rather than helping students develop their own inquiries. Finally,
the evaluation of the cooperative work done
in the centers counted less toward the students' grades than the standardized worksheets, to the point where both Sarah and
Tracy were not concerned if students did
not complete their work.
Her description also suggests that during student teaching, Tracy's notion of decentering, like her sense of integrations, was
unevenly realized in her teaching. The complexive thinking that guided her teaching is
evident once again: The class had the physical appearance of being decentered and
dedicated some activities to those that involved both independent work and cooperative, shared authority; yet the work for
the most part was teacher directed and assessed using highly conventional and standardized methods.
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At Lakewood Elementary Tracy had less
support for enacting the constructivist
classroom she had envisioned prior to student teaching. Field notes show the influence of Sarah's classroom organization:
There are storage shelves on the three
sides and countertop. There are four
computers in a corner. A movable bulletin board,variousbucketsof cubesand
crayons. Behind Tracy'sdesk there is a
shelf that contains teacher editions of
basalsand socialstudiesbooks.Thereare
two large boxes:(1) CelebrateReading,a
learningsystem for kids who need more
reading support; (2) phonics manipulatives kit. Thereis a poster of the students
and their readingbuddies.
The desks aregroupedin threes,with
largertables together(coloringarea?).
There are two areas that have children's books. 2:05-Some students are
going to a writing center. There is ... a

list of words. The students copy the
words. Thereis a readingcenter,a makea-paper-plateSanta, and cut-and-paste
shape center.The studentsat the reading
center are listening to a tape with their
book. The writing is to learn spelling
words. Tracywalks aroundthe roomgoing fromcenterto centercheckingon students' progress.Whenstudentsaredone,
they can go to work on the computers.
There is a word program (First Letter
Fun).The student chooses the beginning
letterof a pictureon the screen.Theother
program is Primetime Initial Consonants.

The student is shown a letter and must
choose between three pictures for the
correctanswer.

As was the case during student teaching, Tracy physically decentered the class
through the use of such devices as flexible
seating for group work and reading and
writing centers. Students' work in these
centers, however, was directed by the prescribed school curriculum and its accompanying texts. This curriculum included an
emphasis on phonics in the first grade, although there was no prescribed way of
teaching phonics. Throughout her preservice program, field experiences, and student teaching, Tracy had had no experience
with first graders and thus no background
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in emergent reading and the role of phonics instruction, which she was required to
offer at Lakewood. This lack of experience
caused her great frustration in deciding
how to teach her students. Additionally, she
had no textbook to work from and no manipulatives to assist with her teaching. She
was left, then, to scavenge for books, settling on a commercial textbook that the
school had reviewed yet not adopted. During an interview she said,

phonics). She did not, however, say that she
aspired to teach phonics in a constructivist
manner.

Conclusion

We should state our great admiration for
Tracy and our high regard for her as both
university student and elementary school
teacher. Although we focus on her struggles
in this study, we reiterate that she was regarded as one of the best students in a large
teacher education program that had the
I found these [books] and I thought,
most competitive admissions requirements
"Well, I have to have a spelling test."
of any university in its state. She received
And for spelling, I mean, they've already
excellent teaching evaluations from all who
done cat, hat, you know, all the easy
reviewed her work in the field. We see her
words, so they know how to spell those.
And we did the colorwords even though
excellence in the classroom as a compelling
they still don't really know how to spell
reason to focus our study on her vicissithem;we did the numberwords up to 10,
tudes in understanding and putting into
and so stuff around the room that they
can see every day. But then I was like:
practice the concept of constructivism.
In writing about complexes, pseudocon"Okay,I'm runningout of words." I did
the easy words, c and a. And so, for me,
cepts, and concepts, Vygotsky (1987) refers
I just looked in there and thought,"This
to the "twisting path that characterizes the
is just from heaven," because I had no
actual development" of a person's concepts
idea what firstgraderswere supposed to
know.
(p. 156). Tracy's experiences reveal that this
path not only twists but changes course if
This excerpt reveals the way in which the purpose of the journey changes in midTracy, in the absence of any guidance other passage in relation to the motive of new setthan the general imperative to teach phon- tings. Tracy's preservice program set an
ics, relied on a directive approach to teach- ideal destination for her as a teacher: to being. She did say that she "did do some come a constructivist practitioner, a conwhole language with it. This week I didstruct that she never quite grasped due to
last week I did all whole language. I kind its inconsistent definition and application.
of rotate weeks." She went on to say, "I Its meaning dissipated as she moved away
think they really need phonics," yet "I don't from the university's influence and superknow how to teach phonics.... Well, with vision and into a realm in which neither the
[the university program] ... I really didn't values nor the vocabulary of constructivism
see any phonics anyway." Her remarks here were employed.
highlight a fundamental tension she faced
By the end of her first year of full-time
when teaching emergent readers using the teaching, Tracy had developed, we argue, a
Lakewood curriculum: At the level of initial pseudoconcept for the notion of construcdecoding that her colleagues charged her tivist teaching. To return to Vygotsky's
with teaching and that she accepted as fun- (1987) illustration, a person with a pseudodamental, she had neither the background concept for fish would label a whale a fish
nor the resources to teach letter-sound cor- because it appears to be one on the surface.
respondence through constructivist means. Tracy's classroom had all of the physical apShe wished to "make it fun somehow, and pearances of a constructivist classroom with
right now I really can't make it fun" (be- its interdisciplinary instruction and physicause of her inexperience with teaching cal decentering; yet the integrations were
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not motivated by student choice, and the
physical arrangement did not socially decenter classroom authority. A pseudoconcept is characterized by a set of internal contradictions that are manifested in Tracy's
teaching. Chronicling Tracy's journey from
preservice to in-service teaching illustrates
that "it is in the passage to the definition
that the mystery creeps in.... What we
have to start with is not a definition but the
mere ability to recognize instances of correct performances.... What we have at the
end is the codification in a definition of
what we know" (Hare, 1992, p. 213). At this
juncture in Tracy's passage toward concept
development, she was able to identify instances of correct performances, frequently
critiquing teachers from her past along the
traditional-constructivist continuum. Her
conception was still mysterious at the point
in the journey where the research ended.
During student teaching, Imelda critiqued
her performance to the researcher but not to
Tracy, leaving Tracy without university
support for further understanding the formal concept of constructivist teaching.
There was therefore no theoretical reinforcement of the concept once she was away
from the formal learning environment of
the university, a distal problem that only increased when she moved to Lakewood and
through new challenges-for example, the
imperative to teach phonics--struggled
with applying a constructivist pedagogy.
Constructivism was not reinforced in the
schools, at least in terms of university language. And so Tracy was left to make whatever connections were available, for example, that whole language is equivalent to
constructivism. Without a conception of
constructivism to work from, a pseudoconcept best served her situation: She maintained a desire for a constructivist-looking
classroom-one that was physically decentered-that masked a teacher- and textcentered curriculum. The problem was not
that the school's curriculum overpowered
the philosophy but that the philosophy was
not well enough conceptualized to broker
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the curriculum in constructivist ways. Thus
the decentered appearance, which the settings of the schools allowed, remained; yet
Tracy did not socially decenter the classroom, which the settings discouraged.
It is well documented that teachers often
abandon university principles and adopt
those of the schools within a few years of
entering the profession. Different researchers have proposed different reasons for this
phenomenon: Education course work is too
theoretical (e.g., Fagan & Laine, 1980); the
social environment of schools promotes an
ethic geared toward content coverage and
control, thus overcoming student-centered
teaching methods learned in university programs (Borko & Eisenhart, 1992; Ritchie &
Wilson, 1993); university professors' instruction is inconsistent with the pedagogy
they espouse so that teacher education effects are "washed out" in the schools (e.g.,
Zeichner & Tabachnik, 1981). Our study of
Tracy suggests that an explanation of this
phenomenon may come from the nature of
concept development itself.
Tracy is a teacher who was predisposed
to embrace a constructivist philosophy. Her
descriptions of her own schooling reflect
her recognition and appreciation for constructivist teaching practices. Although she
resented being exposed only to one teaching philosophy at the university, she endorsed its principles and stated a strong desire to implement it in her own practice. She
was also an excellent student herself and
was conscientious in her efforts to become
a constructivist teacher. She was not, then,
among the teachers who reject the values
and practices promoted in universities. Nor
was the teacher education program, with its
200 + hours of field experiences, too theoretical for practical application. The schools
in which she taught were not totally dedicated to content coverage, as evidenced by
their inclusion of whole-language practices; what was different was the discourse
that surrounded these practices and the
overall goals toward which education was
directed.
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In the absence of formal opportunities tivity, we infer that constructivism was prefor reflection provided by university fac- sented as a complex during her course work
ulty, the research team's presence provided because it had no unifying principles. We
Tracy with perhaps her greatest opportu- assert, then, that the problem for teacher ednity to sort out her understanding of con- ucators is not so much too much theory but
structivism. The interviews and concept too little concept. Teacher educators thus
map activity helped "in trying out the pro- have a dilemma in terms of teaching duraposed account of the use of a word by using ble concepts that withstand conflicting dethe word in accordance with it" (Hare, 1992, mands of school settings, especially when
p. 216). Through her interviews and discus- the concepts themselves are contested and
sions with colleagues and supervisors, the school settings provide the arena for asTracy's effort to map out her understand- sessment of teaching competence.
ing of constructivism was scaffolded by
the researcher's questions (Smagorinsky &
Coppock, 1994; Swanson-Owens & New- Note
ell, 1994). What was missing from the interviews was critical feedback on her reWork on this article was supported by a
sponses so that she could see the internal grant from the Office of EducationalResearch
contradictions between her beliefs and her and
Improvement to the Center on English
practices. Some have raised ethical ques- Learningand Achievement. The center is suptions about a researcher's role when in- ported by the U. S. Departmentof Education's
struction is problematic and the researcher Office of EducationalResearch and Improvement (award no. R305A60005).However, the
does nothing to help the teacher attend to
views expressedhereinare ours and do not necthe questionable practice (Newkirk, 1996;
essarily representthe views of the department.
Smagorinsky & O'Donnell-Allen, 1998; Ste- Additional funding was provided by a grant
phens, 2001). In this study, data were col- from the ResearchCouncil at the University of
lected by three researchers, not all of whom Oklahomaand matchingfunds providedby the
of
were in a position to recognize or act on University Georgia.Specialthanksare due to
Tracy for her generous contribution of time to
these contradictions. As a result, the reflec- this
project. The overall research design was a
tion available through the interviews, while collaborative effort by Pamela Grossman, Peter
enabling Tracy to discuss the concept as she Smagorinsky, and Sheila Valencia. Direct correunderstood it, did not noticeably change the spondence to the first author at The University
of Georgia, Department of Language Education,
way in which she employed it.
125 Aderhold Hall, Athens, GA 30602. e-mail
Conventional explanations for teachers'
Icook@coe.uga.edu
acclimation to school-based values, then, do
not account for Tracy's lack of appropriation of the concept of constructivism. What
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